
 

 

TokenFest 2020  

for Portfolio Managers and Investors 

Rules 
 

Dates of the contest 

 

Submission of applications: no need to submit applications in advance. Portfolio Managers can already register, create Portfolios, 

make deposits on the platform and test the functionality of the Portfolio Service. Investors also can register, make their deposits 

and choose a Portfolio they decide to invest in. 

 

Contest period: 25.10.2020 (00-00 UTC) - 26.11.2020 (00-00 UTC). This is the period during which participants will manage 

Portfolios on the platform and the results will be counted in the rating. So, 25.11.2020 is the last day for the TokenFest 

competition. 

 

Summing up and awarding period: 26.11.2020 - 30.11.2020 

 

Conditions for entering the list of participants for Portfolio Managers 

1) Register on Tokenbox platform till 25.11.2020 

2) After the сontest starts (26.10.2020 at 00-00 UTC) create one or more Portfolios 

3) Manage your Portfolio to show best performance during the period 

4) Your Portfolio also will be active after the TokenFest ends 

 

Conditions for entering the list of participants for Investors 

1) Register on Tokenbox platform till 25.11.2020 

2) After the сontest starts (25.10.2020 at 00-00 UTC) buy tokens of one or more Portfolios 

3) You can sell Portfolio tokens any time your wish to make investments to another Portfolio or withdraw assets 

4) Your investments also will be active after the TokenFest ends 

 

If a user has more than one Portfolios (as a Manager or as an Investor), the results of each Portfolio are taken into account 

separately, but only one Portfolio with maximum profitability will be selected for the final ranking. 

 

Criteria for winners and rewards 

The only indicator for obtaining a higher rating is the return (ROI) gained during the contest period. The return is calculated in the 

reference currency of the certain Portfolio.  

Portfolio Managers can check their ranking at https://contest.tokenbox.io (go to Portfolio’s Rating table). 

Investors also can check their ranking at https://contest.tokenbox.io  (go to Investors’ Rating table). 

 

Rewards for winners 

Place in rating Rewards for Portfolio Managers  
(per 1 winner) 

Rewards for Investors 
(per 1 winner) 

1  5000 USD in TBX tokens 1000 USD in TBX tokens 

2 2500 USD in TBX tokens 500 USD in TBX tokens 

3 1500 USD in TBX tokens 300 USD in TBX tokens 

4-10 - 100 USD in TBX tokens 

Summarized 9000 USD in TBX tokens 2500 USD in TBX tokens 

 

Risk Warning 

Trading on the financial markets is a very risky operation, which can lead to both large profits and significant losses. 

Tokenbox reserves the right to cancel or change any activities or Rules at our sole discretion. 

https://contest.tokenbox.io/
https://contest.tokenbox.io/

